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Yaware – Effective Employee Monitoring Software
Simple Time Tracking. Powerful Reporting. Employee Friendly. 

 Increase your productivity by 20% in the first month!
Try it for FREE now!no credit card required
Check out our Online Demo for more information
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12 yearson the market
3100+companies
40+ countriesof the world



Yaware is a simple and convenient TimeTracker for teams of any size and structure.







For which companies is our service created?


By industry
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By company type
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We will help when


 [image: img-middle] Working time monitoring will give you an increase in productivity of 20% or more if you value the trust of employees and do not use toxic control


	You need to track the time spent on specific tasks and projects
	You need to report to your clients about the productive time used by your employees for client projects
	You need to successfully manage specialists of different departments, with different schedules of work
	You want to improve the working atmosphere in the team and know in time if someone is demotivated
	You want to improve discipline without using policy-based controls
	You want the team to work better and earn more!







Yaware.TimeTracker Best Features


 Automatic time tracking
 It gives you clear understanding how staff manage their time and how many hours each day they spend working on. All statistics are automatically included in the timesheet, which can be viewed or downloaded to a computer for further data processing.
 Performance Analysis
 You can see the actual workload on teams from analyzing resources the staff used during the day. From the objective side, you will see if there is really a need for additional staff or if your team can just increase its productivity.
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Project and task management
The entire amount of planned work in one place: with deadlines responsible for implementation, budget and expected results. After closing the project, you will be able to calculate the cost of tasks, hours of work and assess how the result paid off the money spent / effort.
Personal statistics
Opportunity to educate self-motivated staff who do not need to be controlled. Employees will independently analyze their effectiveness, block distractions and spend 100% of their working time achieving the company's goals.
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 Discipline monitoring
 You will understand the reasons if the deadline is not met, reduce the number of delays, revisions and requests “can I go earlier today”.
 Many visual charts
 You only need a few minutes to analyse employees working day. You can see working hours, when employee began and ended his work, lateness and so on.
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Many other usefull functions
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Task tracking
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Screenshots
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Activity levels
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App & URL tracking
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Invoicing
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Online timesheets
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Powerful API
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Advanced reporting
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Focus mode
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Go through the reports wherever you are!
Desktop or email reports?
What about a handy mobile app?
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Yaware is concerned about the company and about the employee
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 Benefits for the Company

Increase productivity
	Transparent understanding of the efficiency of employees and whole company
	Analysis if the achieved goals justify the money, time and human resources spent on them

Increase profits
	Ability to generate more results with the same number of employees
	Increase profits through proper organization of work
	Identification, motivation and retention of key employees in the company
	Evaluation of cooperation with remote staff and financial benefits of the “remote office”Transparent understanding of the efficiency of employees and whole company
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 Benefits for the Employee

Higher earnings
	Opportunity to work the same amount of time, but earn more
	 Reduction of unproductive working time

One task at a time
	Reject an unproductive multitasking using the focus mode. Focus all your attention on solving one problem – and do it faster!

Transparent reporting
	Real evidence of work done on a specific project or task
	 A fair assessment of the efforts made in the company and the result







Are you interested in our system, but worried that its implementation can cause too much pressure on employees?
We will explain to you how ethical, legal and friendly to use tracking for the good of the team.
Contact us




Successful cases
Yaware.TimeTracker has helped increase productivity in different companies
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Tetyana Koval
Head of HR and Communications at Visotsky Inc. Kyiv


The efficiency of work has increased by 30%
Yaware.TimeTracker has changed the way we look at workflow. Now the manager knows where the remote employee was, what they did and how much time they spent on it? We see when resources flow in the wrong direction and understand what to do with it

read more →
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Igor
Leading Specialist in QMS Processes


Smooth remote work
Yaware works for the benefit of honest employees.
 95% of employees, who we thought to be responsible, turned out to be so according to Yaware, and the other 5% started following their example.
 The program helps to control the “couch” office and transparently shows whether remote staff works or not. Yaware also helps us to calculate vacation, sick leaves, and overtime compensation

read more →
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Konstantin Tomashik
head of Zakupka


Reduction of distractions
With Yaware, we got rid of Skype chatting about movies, kids, and news. The manager sees how often an employee interrupts work and resumes it, whether his work cycle is stable. The tracker helped us strengthen the company's weaknesses.

read more →
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Evgen Pinaev
System Administrator


Visual statistics of work
I chose Yaware because of the user-friendly interface. In your personal account everything is visualized clearly and simply. You can find some statistics in just 2 clicks.

read more →
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Roman
co-owner of a construction company


Improving security in the company
We found out that one of employees spent 4 hours a day on personal affairs and another used our unique technology for outsource projects. Yaware.TimeTracker pointed out the moments that affected the company's security and efficiency

read more →
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Sergii Parubets
Head of the department of technical information security at Ukrgipromez


Fair evaluation of work
An important point is the moment of correct positioning and communication. We need to explain to people why we install the program, how to work with the system, what are the rules and regulations.

read more →
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Vitalii Bodrov
Head of support, Rocket Delivery


Improving productivity
We need a time tracker that requires the least effort to set up and administer. That's why Yaware is a balance between price and our goal.

read more →
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Pavel Chirtsov
Project Manager, PayPro Global


Transparency in work
We use Yaware.TimeTracker to calculate salaries for employees based on the amount of time they have worked. We take into account only productive and neutral time according to Yaware.
 Thanks to the service, there is transparency in the work: each employee knows how much they worked and how much they earned.
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Oleksandr Kolesnikov
Development manager, Hit24


Productivity of working time
We had to increase our staff by 20 times for some time due to freelancers with whom we agreed to pay per hour of productive working time. Monitoring was carried out using Yaware.TimeTracker. As a result, we met the deadlines, managed to grind out a huge piece of work, and most importantly - we know for sure that we paid for the time during which freelancers were engaged in work.
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Orest Zub
Entrepreneur and author, OpenMind


Transparency in work
Yaware.TimeTracker is a useful tool at a reasonable price and a great investment to save time and increase productivity. For the period during which a person will consciously devote themselves to their work, they can earn much more money. Therefore, Yaware.TimeTracker serves as an additional tool that consciously directs thoughts to complete tasks. With this service, I see that efficiency increases!
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Valentin Budkin
IT Director, КТС


Safety of work for departments
We have implemented Yaware.TimeTracker to monitor staff working hours and improve the safety of departments. The results were pleasantly surprising - our employees turned out to be workaholics. However, when a weak link appears in the team - Yaware.TimeTracker helps to quickly identify it.
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Alisa
Company manager


Disciplines the team well
I liked the Yaware.TimeTracker service, which disciplines the team well. In addition, it is interesting to see the results of employees' efforts and the productivity of their working days!






       




Make sure everyone in the company is moving toward common goals
 You need a time tracker to see the workflows from the inside and build a transparent path to the result

 Try 14 days for FREE!
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Contacts
Phone:
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 See a DEMO
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© Yaware 2024. The content of this site belongs to LLC Yaware. No part of this content may be illegally copied or reprinted without the prior written permission of LLC Yaware.
The part of MagneticOne Group




Request for the Enterprise Price




  

Start your Free Trial
 Try Yaware.TimeTracker 14 days for FREE
 Enter your First and Last name

To get the access link to your account

For help and support

Please indicate the password

 I have a special code!
    Enter your special code   


     By signing up I agree to the Terms of Service and EULA You must agree to the terms of service 
   I agree to receive news and updates on service  
      

Already have an account? Login




 Log in to Your Account

   The email you've entered during registration 

   The password you've specified during registration 

      

Don´t have an account? Register
Forgot password?




Thank you for registration
Logging in to your account ...
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         This site uses cookies and other tracking technologies for better user experience. More detailsAccept

  